Usefulness of real-time three-dimensional echocardiography for diagnosis of infective endocarditis.
To compare transthoracic 2-dimentional echocardiography (2DE) and real-time three-dimensional echocardiography (RT-3DE) evaluation of clinically suspected infective endocarditis (IE) and to determine the feasibility of RT-3DE in vegetation detection. There were 46 patients (mean age 61+/-17 years, 54% male) enrolled. We acquired 2DE and RT-3DE with full volume images. RT-3DE images were analyzed by 3D QLAB software. Parameters suggestive of vegetation for RT-3DE assessment included mobile nodules, focal thickness, and uneven surface. The diagnosis of IE was made according to the Duke criteria. The sensitivity and specificity were 91.6% and 88.2% for 2DE, and 91.6% and 100% for RT-3DE. Among three parameters of RT-3DE, presence of mobile nodule (83.3% vs. 0%, p < 0.001) were significantly higher in IE patients but not focal thickness (75% vs. 65%, p = 0.723), or uneven surface (33% vs. 10%, p = 0.064). The sensitivity of RT-3DE and 2DE was similar for endocarditis diagnosis, but the specificity of RT-3DE was higher. Mobile nodules viewed by RT-3DE might be a useful finding for vegetation detection.